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MONTHLY REPORT—November 2019 

We would like to express our gratitude toward our brethren in this Thanksgiving. 

Thank you so much for your prayers that we are able to continue the Chinese 

Bible School ministry in reaching over 1.4 billion Chinese-speaking people 

around the world. I am thankful for the opportunity to work in God’s kingdom. 

We pray that the seeds of the gospel will find good and tender hearts,  grow into 

maturity, and bear fruits.   

We continue to work on the lesson of The Story of Jesus. We have completed 

video recordings and post-productions of the lessons 38-40 this month. The 

traditional Chinese version of the on-screen graphics for these 3 lessons are in 

review. The Story of Jesus video lessons 33-40 both in simplified and traditional 

Chinese are scheduled to be posted on our website at ChineseBibleSchool.org by 

the end of December.   

We are glad to know our online Chinese videos are put to good use by the 

brethren in Malaysia. One congregation used them to conduct Bible study on 

Sunday. Another congregation watched our videos in their monthly home 

meeting. We appreciate the brethren who take advantage of these available 

resources and help brethren to grow in the knowledge of truth.  

Our Tencent QQ online Bible study group finished the last lesson of biblical 

word study—“The Judgement Day.” We switched our study to the story of Jesus. 

We have studied “the story around the Feast of Dedication,” “the parables of the 

lost coin, lost sheep, and prodigal son,” and “the parable of the unrighteous 

steward and the rich man and Lazarus.” I would like to share the words from the 

sisters of the group: 

“Brother William, thank you for the effort you made in these years 

that helps me to grow spiritually. You explained the profound 

biblical knowledge in simple language that allowed a simple mind 

person as me to be benefited from your classes. I also like your 

compendious outlines and audio recording that allow me to listen 

and review the lessons again and again. I also shared your 

recording lessons with mother and others when car-pooling.”  

“Thank you for your diligent online teachings. I was benefited 

from your classes very much. I also shared your lessons with other 

brethren....I hope you will strive to do your best and I will continue 

to share your lessons. We sow the seeds and God gives the 

increase if He will. May God continue to watch over you and bless 

your work.” 

All the online Chinese video views were over 10,200 in the month 

of November. 
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